FEATURES BRIEF
Automatically generate, update and maintain end
to end tests for your APIs using real network traffic.

Only HyperTest, with its unique approach to API regression,
can discover every API error for developers before release.
The HyperTest platform monitors your entire application
traffic, builds integration tests and exposes API failures and
incidents. Here are a few of our features that stand us out:

Single Dashboard for
all Micro-services

Network-denominated
coverage reports

HyperTest sets-up for every service
individually and monitors all incoming
traffic to generate these end to end
API tests. But it onboards and
manages all micro-services in a single
view .Provides run-time observation of
all APIs and services for operations,
development and testing teams
HyperTest monitors actual production
traffic to discover the most commonly
used flows and give teams the most
accurate measurement of the API
coverage of their test suite

1/100th test execution
with De-duplication

HyperTest monitors user-traffic realtime and can record millions of useractions across thousands of userjourneys (test cases) covering several
workflows without break. But its AI deduplicates non-unique user sessions
to generate the minimum number of
test sessions that can provide the
maximum coverage. Saves several
hours in test execution time.

True 'shift-left' testing
with CI integration

HyperTest can help devs green-light a
new release in << 5 mins. How, it
integrates with your CI / CD tool and
automatically triggers its servicebased tests from the smallest commit
or PR. These tests take 1/00th the time
because they are localised to a single
service, and give a single snapshot of
all breaking changes in that build
Live repository all functional and
performance issues that integrates
with Jira and other bug tracking tools.

Bug-tracker

Complete
security
of test (user) data

HyperTest sets-up natively and keeps
all the test (user) data used during
testing completely secure inside the
client's servers, maintaining the
highest standards of secrecy for all
sensitive user data

SCAN TO SCHEDULE A DEMO TODAY
HyperTest is a no-code test automation tool that regresses all
your APIs by auto-generating integration tests using your
network traffic without asking teams to write a single line of
code, also giving a way to reproduce these failures inside
actual user-journeys.

